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Abstract Abstract 

A preliminary study to achieve space charge field A preliminary study to achieve space charge field 
compensation in a laser driven RF gun is presented: first order compensation in a laser driven RF gun is presented: first order 
evaluations of the electron beam brightness and emittance are given, evaluations of the electron beam brightness and emittance are given, 
together with an estimation of the b;emsstrahlunp effects produced 
by the compensating positron &am. 

Introduction 

The RF laser driven electron guns have pushed up, in the last 
years, the capability to generate high brightness electron beams[tl, 
allowing to produce high currents (-100 A) asstxiated to 10~’ 
transverse normalized emittances (= I -1(Y5 m rrul). 

The success of these devices, with respect to the conventional 
thermoionic guns, is due both to the higher current densities 
delivered by semiconductor photoemitters, which constitutes the 
cathode surface. and to the lower cmittancd increase produced by the 
space charge forces. In fact. the possibility to apply to the 
photocathode surface strong electric RF fields minimizes the 
momentum transfer from the space charge field to the hzam 
electrons, which is the basic process causing an emittance 
deterioration12T3]. 

However, the minimum emittance attainable is still limited at 
high current lcvcls by the space charge effects. In this paper we 
analyze a tentative scheme to compensate for such effects and to 
achieve the theoretical brightness available from a photoemitter 
injector, which depends only on the delivered current density and on 
the equivalent phhtocnthode temperat urc. 

Space charge compensation 

Since the space charge forces are produced by the negative 
charge and current densities associated to the photoelectrons, one can 
envisage to superimpose a positive charge and current onto the 
electron bunch just in the first acceleration step, where the 
photoelectrons are still not relativistic and the space charge forces 
(scaling like I/+) are dominant. 

A possible scheme is shown in Fig.]: while a laser pulse of 
proper frequency hits the photocathode and ejects photoelectrons, a 
positron bunch is injected from the rear, through the thin 
photocathode support. into the RF cavity. As a result, the current 
densities of the photoelectron bunch and of the positron bunch 
superpose during the acceleration through the cavity: a burst of X. 
rays is also produced hy the hremsstrahlung process of the positrons 
inside the photocathode support. The problems related to the 
radiation damage and to the positron scattering in the support will he 
studied in the next section: let us now examine what are the 
requirements on the posiuon bunch and on the laser pulse to achieve 
space charge compensation. 

First of all, we consider a fully relativistic positron bunch of 
high kinetic energy, whose transverse dynamics inside the RF cavity 
is scnrcelv influenced by the RF field (considerations based on the 
radiation hamage suggest a positron energy around 100 MeVj: that 
allows to consider as constant the associated current density along 
the gun cavity. 
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c’ig.t - Space char&c cc~m~ns;llic~n schcmc: hel;)rc rhc I,hcltc’Crlr;ssic,li (I+ 
diagram) and during lhe accclcration or Ihc comycnMcr1 ptiottxleitron hunch 
(txxtom diagmm). Set tc~t for details. 

Following K.J.Kim[31, and taking PSI for the positron bunch, 
the transverse momentum transfer Apr produced on an off axis 
electron (per unitary displacement off axis) by the total space charge 
field of the two superposed current and charge densities is given by 

APr=S 1 ,dt == o ‘I< f 1 ‘t+*~yo- ;;] 

0 

,) 

assuming that the off axis clc*ctron mo\ei along the gun at a con<Iant 
radius, and taking uniformly charged and long bunches with densir! 
p (positron) and pC (electron). llere p and y arr referred to the 
e ectrons and I, is the RF gun cavity length. From the integral in P 
eq.1) it can be seen that the total force applied to the electron cannot 
bc rcduccd to 7~~0 all along the acceleration: in the case of a positron 
density equal to the electron density the total force comes out to he 
always defocussing. due to the magnetic field produce by the 
positron current (which is kugcr than the focussing force applied by 
the magnetic field of the electron hunch). Therefore the space ch‘uge 
field cannot be indeed neutrali& all over the acceleration through 
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the rf gun cavity if only one positive charge and current density is 
applied. 

Taking an RI; field of the type E=~~lcos(kz)sin(ot+cP0) (b is 
the injection phase of the photoelectrons at the cathode surface z=O), 
we can apply the substitution dy/dz=eEgsin$g/mc2, under the 
assumption that the integrand in I) is rclecant rlear the cathode 
surface (at m I j: hence, we get 

A[‘, = -;;;,,;;[pj- ‘;ll(%- ‘% 2) 

where yf is thtn fiIi:il gamma value at the gun exit 

The total momenrum transfer corney out to be: 

Ap,= I- 
I-Pr 

w-1 
i+p- PI, - ;- P, 

f 

3) 

Assuming (3!:-:1 at the gurl exit (which is usualiy the case for a 
KF gun) the total niomentunl transfer c3used by the space charge 
field (electron +positron) c;tn he zeroed taking pp=(x/2jpe, The 
effect of the space charge force cc111 be then compensated glohallq 
taking ;I pu,sitr’on cur~t’nl u hicll is rc/2 times the electron CIITTCYI~. 

Kadialinn damage 

The positron hunch, hitting the ph~,tc~athode support, looses 
energy by emitting bremsstrahlung radiation and because of 
ionization pr9dur:rd by the collisions inside the target, Both the 
processes cause an energy deposition inside the photocathode 
support which musk be evaluated and kept tow in order to avoid 
cathode darnares. 

The e&rgy It55 due lo radiation emission can trc evaluated 
by13 I: 

AE,,, = E 

[ 

1 + --. . ..i - - 

I 

s 

lXln(1X?Z~“3) ‘0 
4) 

where 1: is the positron energy, % the atomic number of the element 
in the target. s the target thickness (g/cmz) and Xg the radiation 
length of the Z-element. While the radiation loss scales like the 
incident energy (the approximate formula given above is valid for 
high energy positrons and light clement\) the collision (ionization) 
loss scales roughly invariant with respect to the incident energy I!. 
For positrons at 1005Nl MeV in Aluminum (whose radiation length 
is 25 g/cm?) a good scaling law for the ionization energy loss is 
given hy15!: Al&t [MeV] = 48(s/X(!). 

To estimate the power dissipated into the photcxathode support 
we assume that the ionization loss is completely deposited and 
thcrmalizrd inside the target, whilst the radiation loss, which is 
largely constituted by high energy photons, escapes from the target if 
the thickness is small with respect to the radiation length. as for the 
present case ( a 90 pm Al support for the photocathode means a 
thickness of 25 m&m2, which is 0.1% of the radiation length). 
Definirlg q as the fraction of radiation loss deposited into the SU~;XXI 
(usually ~a1 for s,C+l), we can estimate the average dissipated 
power I’,t in the support by: 

PdmW]= F[llz]Q ,,lnC](AE, o r+qAE,,d)[MeV] 5 ) 

where f is the repetition rate of the positron hunches and Qb the 
charge per bunch. 

The bremsstrahlung photons are emitted within a root mean 
square angle given approximately by 

while the secondary electrons generated in the e-m. shower are 
confined within the same angle. 

The last relevant quantity to he evaluated is the mean angle of 
scattering of the positrons after the passage through the photocathode 
support: 

E 10.5 r-r *)rrni e --.--. 
E(Me”) v Gl 7) 

Both the angles (expressed in rad) can he kept small by using 
high energy positron beams: a g~xxi energy seems to be around 100 
MeV, which keeps low the total energy loss at ahout 0.15 MeV , 
giving at the same time a photon emission mean angle 0’ =27 mrad 
and a positron scattering angle O&= 3 mrad (with s/X$f~l0-3). 

Brightness enhancement with space charge compensation 

Assuming a complete space charge compensation, the 
normalized emittance En at the gun exit becomes a function of only 
the photocathode equivalent ternperature W, i.e. the enerzv of the 
photoelectrons emerging from the cathode surface, and o”f the RF 
field induced emittance increase. A first order evaluation gives, for 
the normalized rms emittancer-?]: 

c,, = 8.1 *IO CT, --7 &-z-zi;~i~ x‘ 
: 

where Eg is the peak field on the cathode in MV/m, err and or. the 
laser pulse gaussian widths in mm and vrf the RF field frequency in 
GHz (E” in m,rad). The emittance minimization requires therefore a 
c-old cathode and a low level, low freouencv RF field. The slionaee 
of the electron bunch inside the posit&n buich is instead mini&$ 
when a high peak field on the cathode is applied: if the superposition 
of the two bunches has IO be assured up to the gun exit (i.e. up to 
p-l), the positron bunch length Lp (in mm) must be larger than the 
electron bunch Icngth by 3 qurm~ty 5 I l/(F~sir@(~) (I$ in MV/m), 
which gives an estimation of the slippage.The positron bunch charge 
QP fequired for the space charge compensation comes out to be 
(takmg into account eq. 3): 

Q,= ‘!I + &$$:d,r..)Qc 

where I, is the electron hunch lengrh in mtn. 

A trade off between a high peak field on the cathtxle, require? 
for low positron bunch charge (hence low power dissipation inside 
the photocathcde support), and a low peak field, required for the 
emittance minimization, must be therefore attained. 

Finally, the maximum brightness achievable at the gurl exit can 
be evaluated as a function of only the RF field frequency, the laser 
pulse shape and the cathode characteristics. Taking a normalized 
brightness defined asIb B,=21/(4~~,$, where 1 is the electron bunch 
current, and substituting for F” the expression given in 8). we get: 

rn;lx [Pl/n12,;id 21 10 t2 ‘S fax 

II 
= .-.... ~ 

0.81 \Y + 2.1 0” 
23/J 4 2 IO) 

vRF o,q 

where Jmax is the maximum current densitv delivered by the 
photocathode (units kA/cm2, while VRF is given’in GHz and o,,o, in 
mm). The peak RF field @ Qq.8) has been taken from the usual 
scaling law[71 ~)[MV/rnl=i12vR,,[GHz]. 

Again, low frequency RF fields are preferable to minimize the 
brightness deterioration along the acceleration in the RF gun cavity: 
unless a RF field effects compensation scheme is usedlgl, a careful 
optimization of the operating frequency is needed to achieve the 
maximum brightness with the lowest positron current. 



A 1.5 GIlz compensated RF Gun 

We enlist in this section a possible set of parameters for a 
space charge compensated RF gun: the selected RF frequency is 1 .S 
GHz, which is compatible with fairly high peak field, around 60 
MV/m, allowing at the same time to keep low the RF induced 
emitlance increwe. 

A bunch charge of interest is in lhe range of some nC: fixing 
that quantity at S nC, the required positron bunch charge becomes 30 
nC (if a gaussian width o,=l.S mm is used). The dissipated power 
in the photocathode suplm~ due to the radiaG\Ne and collision losses 
is 3 mW per llz of repetition rate (assuming q=.S. which is surely 
an over-estimating of the radiative energy depoaiied in the support’~. 
Since the gun length (whose geometry is shown in Fig. I j is about 
200 mm and the extraction bcam pipe is 40 nm in sile, the roc)t 
mzan square diverpence of the bremsstrahlung radiation (-27 mrad) 
gives a safety margin to avoid that X-rays hit the beam pipe wall. 

The root mean stkuare angle of scattering for the positrons is 
also small enough (a few mrads’) to avoid beam pipe hitting if rhc 
iniU spar size on the cathode is kept small: since this rrq&emenr 
must he satislE ;:lso IO minimire the RF induced erniitance in<Tenae, 
the laser spot on the cathode (which must be matched with the 
positron spot sire’) has to bc kept as small as possible compaGhly 
with the available maximum current density. Taking a value of 7(K) 
A/&, which can be considered as the status of the art level for rhr 
maximum current density delivered by senliccrnductor photttrmiltrrs. 
a value of 3 mm l’or the gaussian radial usidih of the laser pulse ha\ 
to be taken for fi nC of extr,tctrd l)unch.Assur~ii~~~ a tr;msvcrse 
caussian distribution for the hrcmsstrahlune ratliaiic~n ham. ils 90’: 
i%,) radius comes out to be 14,4 mm:‘a negligible amount of 
radiation will hit :hr cavitv w:rll.‘l’hc wti~lle set of‘ data iu enlislcd in 
Tablel. 

Table I I .S fil IL gun data (S1,AC type 1 t Ii2 cell structure) 

Peak field on the cathode 60 MV/m 
PhotwatllcKle trnlJYxatllr‘r (W) (I.2 eV 
Lacer pulse rms lenglh (20,) IO 1% 
1,aser pulse gaushian width Ti, 1 nut, 
Electron hunch char re b s u(’ 
Peak rurren t 4(K) A 
Positron hunch charge 30 nC 
Positrcjn bunch rms length 1 I .s TIl!ii 
Diss. power in the photocath(xle 
support (Q- .5) 3 r11W/ll7 
Bremssn-ahlung radiation tpam 
99%~ spot size at the gun exit 14.4 n1n1 
Positron transverse size (rms) 
at the gun exit (*) 5.3 nlnl 
Electron beam brightness 
at the gun exit [ ~\/‘m*.rad’] 13,=2.7.10’? 

(‘) (with a pwitron rnv normalimi emitLance S~l(l~~ rn~ad) 

The normal~rcd nns transverse emittance of the electron hunch 
at the gun exit is plotted in Fig.?, according to 8), as a funcrion of 
the laser pulse gaussinn widths o‘z and 0, (the upper scale gives the 
rnls laser pulse length). Tne iso-rrIIittiInW curves (units Inm~mrad, 
solid lines) are show~n, together with the current density threshold 
curves (dashed l:nes): at 1000 A/cm? of delivcrcd current by the 
cathode all the plot region above the wrvc is permitted while the 
region below reqiiires higher currznt densitiix7lie emittance values 
range in the order of a few mmmrr~tls. 

The brightness at the gun exit cumc’s out to he (at 
a,=3,0,=1..5) 8,=2.7~10~~ A/m?-rad’, largely determined by the 
cathode temperature (SO’5 of brightness degradation produced by the 
RF field effects). In absence of space charge compensation the beam 
brightness would he lowered by ;I factor -‘i(H). 
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C‘onclusions 

L\‘c prcacntctl ;I prclilninary study on ;I j>ossihlt sL:helne to 
nchievc snace charrrr comnensatic>n in an RF mln: the nxtin zeal iy LI 

ultra high be-am brightness, i.e.‘in the 
avoidine the depradation of the beam 

hriahtness available at the photocayhode &face, which is usunlly 
some orders of magnitude higher than the one obtained at the gun 
exit. 

Accurate numerical simulations (of the PIG type) are neeclt-t! to 
optimize the superposition of the positron bunch and the emitted 
photoelectrons. i.e. to find the bcsr choice of the free parameters: the 
positron bunch char,ge, length and injection phase with respect to the 
laser pulse. In particular, for gaussian bunches a precise tuning of 
these paramelers is mandatory. 

MorrteCarlo simulations are also needed to study the. e.In. 
shower generated by the positron bunch inside the photocathode 
support: the fraction q of radiation loss ahsorbcd by the support 
mu\t he cvaluntcd and, more relevant, the number of photons and 
secondary electrons stopped inside the photocarhodr: layer ha\ IO tr 
computed, in order to estimate the possible cathode damage. 

We did not estimate another potential benefit produced by the 
compensating positron bunch: rhe field depletion at the caGiodc 
surface produced hy the photoelectron extraction is counter-halanced 
by the wake field associated to the positron bunch, which may even 
enhance the peak electric field on the cathode, allowing 10 extract 
more charge. ‘[‘his effect has still to be evaluated. 
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